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In Delectus Personae and Organic Transactions

I

n a prior column, I considered how proxies, given
in the context of unincorporated business organizations, may defeat the otherwise applicable rules
of in delectus personae.1 A proxy is not, however,
the sole mechanism by which in delectus personae
may be subverted. Without suggesting that the field
is thereby fully covered, it is necessary to consider
how various organic transactions, (e.g., mergers,
consolidations and conversions), may equally subvert
otherwise applicable rules of in delectus personae.
Whether, in a particular instance, these opportunities
are a necessary flexibility or, in the alternative, an
abusive “planning opportunity” is dependent upon
the facts or the situation and a particular viewpoint.
For that reason, an appreciation of the opportunities
is always necessary.
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The rule employed in most unincorporated business
organizations is that the right to participate in the
management of the venture is not freely transferable. Rather, while the right to participate in the
economics of the venture may be freely conveyed,2
that conveyance does not vest in the transferee the
right to participate in management.3 The case law is
abundant to the effect that the transferee has no voice
in the venture, including no right to inspect records,
is not the beneficiary of fiduciary duties and has no
voice in the amendment of the agreement governing
the venture.4 After the assignment of a participant’s
economic rights in the venture, the assignor is either
automatically disassociated or is subject to disas-
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A (as well as C) is now in business with not B, but
rather D. Most important for our purposes, neither A
nor C gave any consent to D’s admission as a member8 even as D is a member. A and C likely now owe
fiduciary obligations,9 as well as an obligation of good
to C10 and also information disOrganic Transactions as an End- faith and fair dealing,
11
closure obligations. D is now a party to the operating
Around of In Delectus Personae
agreement and has a voice in its amendment12 and
may move for the LLC’s judicial dissolution.13
Consider a garden-variety LLC governed by the statutory default rules. The three equal members are A,
The examples so far presented begin with the asB and C, each a business corporation. Each of A, B
sumption that it is a business organization that was
and C consider this division of voting rights to be an
the initial member for whom another organization
important protection to their individual positions—
was substituted. It is not correct to assume that so
no one member has the capacity to impose their will
long as the initial owners are individuals that a similar
on the venture.
outcome is not possible.
After some period of time (and successful operations),
Consider a general partnership XYZ organized unB’s owners decide it is time to retire, and they offer
der a state enactment of RUPA. XYZ has three equal
to sell out to C’s owners.
partners, namely Tom,
They accept the offer and
Dick and Harry.
[W]hile the right to participate
eventually merge B into
Being comprised enC. Consider now A’s positirely
of individuals, there
in the economics of the venture
tion in the LLC. B having
is no possibility that, by
may be freely conveyed,
merged into C, there was
means of a merger, a third
that conveyance does not vest
no “transfer” of B’s interest
party may be substituted
in the LLC such that C, as
for one of the current parin the transferee the right to
to what was B’s interest, is
ticipants. Any effort by a
participate
in
management.
5
a mere assignee. B, by reaparticipant to unilaterally
transfer their interest in
son of merging with C, was
the venture will result in an assignee who lacks votnot dissociated from the LLC.6 A, having entered into
ing and other rights14 and an assignor who is thereby
LLC on the basis that a triumvirate structure protected
its position, now finds itself at C’s mercy, it having the
subject to disassociation from the venture.15 It would
authority to make ordinary and in certain states even
appear, therefore, that in a venture comprised entirely
extraordinary decisions on behalf of the LLC.7
of natural persons, organic transactions are not a
mechanism by which the otherwise applicable rules
Admittedly, this situation, it may be argued, is not
of in delectus personae are applicable. Appearances
a true violation of in delectus personae in that A did
can, however, be deceiving.
initially agree to be in the LLC venture with C. While
For example, under the laws of Maryland and
A may have relied upon the three-way equal division
Rhode Island,16 it is possible for a sole proprietorof control, at least it has not been forced to accept a
complete stranger as a new member in the LLC. That,
ship to convert into an LLC. Utilizing this capability,
however, can easily happen.
any of Tom, Dick or Harry could cause an LLC to
Assume the same LLC with equal members A, B
become, vis-à-vis the partnership, a partner. From
and C. Once again, B’s shareholders have decided to
there, by means of either selling 100 percent of the
retire, but this time C is not willing to acquire B. That
limited liability company interest in that LLC or by
is not, however, from the perspective of B’s sharemerging that LLC into another venture, someone
holders a significant problem, as D has expressed an
different than either of Tom, Dick or Harry could
interest in acquiring B. Pursuant to a reverse merger,
indirectly become a partner in the partnership. But,
B becomes a wholly owned subsidiary of D. B, now
you observe, you do not practice in Maryland or
under the control of D, remains a member of the
Rhode Island, and none of the members of the LLCs
LLC. Then, as D desires to simplify its organizational
or partners in the partnerships that you advise are
structure, B is merged with and into D. D, on its own
Maryland or Rhode Island residents, so this is not
account, is now a member in the LLC.
your concern. As already noted, appearances can be
sociation by the remaining participants, thereby
precluding or at least limiting the formation of a class
of person participating in management without having an economic interest in the venture.
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deceiving. Neither of these statutes requires that the
sole proprietorship have been organized17 or operating in that jurisdiction in order to take advantage of
the conversion mechanism.18 Ergo, any of Tom, Dick
or Harry may take advantage of these statutes and
become (as to the partnership) an LLC, a transaction
that will not effect a dissociation from the partnership,19 and from there convey the right to participate
in the partnership’saffairs.

So What to Do?
LLCs and partnerships are creatures of contract for
which, in the absence of a contrary agreement, the
underlying statute provides certain default rules.20
While they provide for the rule of in delectus
personae and specify that a voluntary assignee may
not participate in management, there are obvious
mechanisms by which the rule may be circumvented. As is so often the case, whether these constitute
legitimate planning opportunities or abusive violations of the clear intent of the statute depends upon
one’s perspective.
If there is a desire to eliminate these mechanisms,
then the operating or partnership agreement needs
to address these circumstances. For example, change

of control limitations upon the merger or consolidation of a member/partner who is a business entity
may provide that the entity surviving the merger or
consolidation is treated as an assignee absent (in
effect) readmission by the other members/partners.
Such a formula would permit the other members to
make an informed decision as to the ability of the
merged entity to participate in management, irrespective of whether the original member/partner is or is
not the entity surviving the merger. Obviously, there
are numerous permutations of such provisions such
as they are not applicable if the merger in question
involves a parent who engages in a short-form merger
with a subsidiary. While the limitations and exceptions that may be appropriate for a particular deal
will undoubtedly be different from the next deal, the
important thing is to have considered and detailed
what they may be.
Likewise, addressing the possibility of the reorganization of a natural person is something that
needs to be considered. Keep in mind that there
is no requirement that an individual be resident or
doing business in Rhode Island or Maryland in order
to take advantage of their conversion statutes. Even
agreements among individuals need to consider
these ”planning opportunities.”
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